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09/15/2021 CPRM Ministry 
Meeting
Present: Deacon Tammy Fuqua, Sharon Smith, Angelica Tronco, Justin Veiga

Minutes
Discussed new chairperson. Nobody has stepped forward due to time commitments 
(and Tammy cannot as clergy in a lay ministry). Tammy suggested sharing duties in 
the interim. Will keep eyes open for new members (who may possibly be chair).

Justin will schedule meetings, take minutes

Checking in with member involvement, Sharon will reach out when needed

From Sharon

Spotlights: Sharon will check in

Sharon successfully created street sign for unity mass

Church sign: Has been neglected, but funding may be available. Justin to get sign 
quotes

Stickers: Sharon fixing brochure info as needed, Justin will send her fonts used so 
they will match

(Tammy had to leave at 7)

Window signage: Sharon fixed mass times and wayfinding signs. Tried photo 
collages on windows but "frosted" glass makes it unfeasible, plus potential of fading.

Constitution and Bylaws: have been uploaded to Parish Council web page

We need to match ministries on website to new constitution, Sharon will 
investigate

Bishop Krebs visit St. Matthew: Has been submitted, CPRM needs to encourage 
attendance.

Unity Mass: Went great, Angelica and Sharon took photos
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Ministry Wishlist: Checking in. Still being worked on by Justin

From Angelica

CPRM Form: Discussion about making form easy. Angelica will make video 
showing how to upload to it to be presented/shared with PC and saved in learning 
library 

From Justin

CPRM Form: Justin will change notification subject line to be unique each time, so 
less likely they will get threaded together in email and potentially missed

Grasshopper: #0 spanish and #1 english need to be re-recorded with new mass 
times — Judy will record English, Justin will reach out to Kelly for Spanish (or have 
Judy do it)


